Port of Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Reduced fuel consumption thanks to tire pressure inspection at APMT

More economy - more safety
By means of the Free Tire Check, truck drivers can check the tire pressure of their
trucks quickly and free of charge when leaving the APM terminal of Maasvlakte 2.
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This article was written by the project manager of the Port of Rotterdam

Company Profile
Port of Rotterdam, The Netherlands
The Port of Rotterdam is the largest port in Europe, located in the
city of Rotterdam, The Netherlands. From 1962 until 2002 it was
the world's busiest port, now overtaken first by Singapore and
then Shanghai. The port is the gateway to the European market
and hence one of the most important junctions of good flows of
the world. The annual throughput is about 450 million tons.
Rotterdam thanks its position to the excellent accessibility via the sea, the hinterland
connections and the many companies and organizations, active in the port and
industrial complex. The port stretches out over 40 kilometers and is about 12.500 ha.
Most important for the port of Rotterdam are the petrochemical industry and general
cargo transshipment handlings. The harbor functions as an important transit point for
transport of bulk and other goods between the European continent and other parts of
the world. From Rotterdam goods are transported by ship, river barge, train or road.

